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We show with an example that Weinberg's general framework for introducing non-linear corrcctiôns into quantum mechanics
allows for arbitrarily fast communications.

Recentl-v Weinberg has proposed a general frame-

work for introducing non-linear corrections into ordinar.v quantum mcchanics I I,2 ]. Although wc full-v
support his cmphasis on the importance of lesting
quantum mechanics, we would like in this Letter to
draw altention 10 the difficulty of modifying quantum mechanics without introducing arbitraril.v fast
actions at a distance. Belou'we show how to construct. within Wcinbcrg's framework. an arbitrarily
fast tclcphone linc. In ordinary quanlum mechanics
there is also "something" that goes arbitrarilr fast.
since quantum mechanics violates the Bell inequalit1'. But this non-locality does not allow an-v supralun.rinal communications.

Our example of arbitrarily fast communications
has three steps.
First slep. In order to construct the telephone line
bctween the space regions A and B install a source

somcwhcre bctween them. for instance half wa-v belween A and B. The source should continuousl) emit
pairs of spin-l /2 particles. with the spins in the singlet state and the spatial coordinates in a statc such

that one particle travcls towards region A and the
sccond particle towards B. Le1 us assume that the
particlcs move in the tdirection. The speed of the
parlicles is irrelevant. The line is installed once the
flow of particles reaches regions A and B.
Sccond step. In ordcr to send a message from A to
B. thc PTT officcr in region A rolales a Stern-Gerlach apparatus in one of two possible dircctions. say
the :-direction and the r.r-direction.

(

He does not need

to know what such an apparatus is... do 1,ou know
what is insidc -vour phonc'l) In order 1o simplil,r' u'e
consider only a single-bit message. The two dircctions : and u are in the .r:-plane orthogonal to thc
incoming flow of particlcs. and arc ,15'' from each
other. The wa.v the inhomogencous magnr-lic lleld
acts on the particles is *'cll-known from expenmental cvidcncc. Aftcr the apparalus there are tu'o
counters. For each particle one of thc countcrs will
click. This click will be amplificd until all rcaders of
this Lcttcr agree that the eflèct of this measuremcnt
is macroscopic. This process will bc rcpcatcd over
many particles. The flow of thc sccond particles consists now in a mixturc of spin states one half in the
up s1a1e. one half in the down state. cithcr in thc :direction or in the u-dircction, depending on the
choicc of thc A-opcrator. Nole that the two mixtures
correspond 1o the same densit.v matrix. half thc identity. which is also the partial tracc ovcr thc first spin

of the singlet statc.
Third stt,p. In order to rcad thc message. the operalor in region B must be able to distinguish bctween the two mixlures of spin-l/2 states that his
colleague has prepared. A linear cvolution. as in ordinar-v quantum mcchanics. is unable 1o make such

distinctions. hcnce the impossibilit-v of using quantum correlations 1o signal arbitraril,v fast in ordinar-v
quantum mechanics. But within Wcinbcrg's gcneral
framework. we have non-lincar cvolutions. For srmplicit-v we consider the fbllowing non-bilincar
Hamiltonian:
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o-- is the usual Pauli malrix. This is a simple
of Wcinberg's proposal for thc interaction of a
spin-l/2 and an (external) elcclric quadrupole. We
acknowledge thal the Hamiltonian ( I ) is oversimplified. but it makes the arithmctic simple and the
same conclusion follows also from any non-bilinear
Hamiltonian. as proven in ref. [3]. Wc assume that
the external field whose interaction with the spinl/2 is described by the Hamiltonian ( I ) is confined

whcre
case

to the region B. The evolution equation for the spinI /2 state corresponding to the Hamiltonian ( I ) reads
(up to an irrelevant global phase)

(second step). I think, however that therc is evtdence for i1. The experiments tcsling quantum mechanics against local hidden variables do not only
violate the Bell inequality. but they also agree remarkably well with quanlum mcchanics. This supports the claim that if one spin of a singlet state pair
is "found" to be in the up slate. then the other sptn
is in the down state, for the same direction. Maybe
Weinbcrg, or someone else. will give a different description of what happens in step two. bu1 for surc
something has to be said. or onc accepts thc usual
interprctation. A possible way out would be the assumption of spontaneous collapse of quanlum corrclalions, as has been explored in refs. [ 3-9 ]. but this
is outside Weinberg's framervork.
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Now. if the initial state is either up or down in the
:-direction, then the state is stationary. In particular
the mcan value of the "longitudinal polarization"
(o,) is always zero. However, if the initial state is
either up or down in the r.r-direction, then the spin
rotates around the ;-axis with the same frequency,
but the sense of rolation is opposite for the up and
down statesl Afler a time of a quarter of the "Larmor
period" the spin will have the same positive value of
(o,,). The B-operator measures then. on many particles, the mean value ( ou) and can thus "read" the
message sent by the A-operator.
The most delicate point in the above example is
probably the instantaneous preparation at a distance

Noîe added. Professor S. Weinberg (private communication ) told me that thc question has been independently raised by Professor J. Polchinski.
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